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INTRODUCTION

On September l, 1971, fourteen unpatented claims in 

Chambers Township, Ontario were optioned from Mr. IX G, Parsons 

of North Bay.

The claims were acquired because of the favourable 

geology, the presence of several small chalcopyrtte/pyrrhotite/ 

pyrite showings, and the finding by Mr. Parsons of a flat-sized 

piece of bornite float. G. B. S. L. also had survey crews working on 

the adjacent 'Tassel Group".

The ground had not been previously subjected to 

geophysics, and it was hoped that anomalies of exploration interest 

might be found in the drift covered areas.

Access is by a S mile gravel road branching west at 

Coward from Highway 11 north, 4 miles north of the town of Temagami.

SUMMARY ft CONCLUSIONS

The claims are underlain by granite and Keewatin 

volcanics, from rhyolite to andesite in composition, and as such 

are favourable for base metal deposition.

The geophysical surveys failed to delineate any anomalies 

of exploration interest, and the source of the bornite float was not 

found.
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  RECOMMENDATIONS   ,.-. .., M. w. w** -. .*.****, rim imr -r.       ~

Tba raaulta to data do aot warratt furthar axpendtturee. 

Discontinue the option and do not make Aa payment of 91.500,00 

dua on Saptamber 1st, 1972. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY -- aaa Interleaved map.

Glacial aroaloa haa exposed tha Keewatta volcanite la 

the vicinity of Temagami Lake. Regional atrtka If northeast aad 

dipt ara vertical to steeply north. Two profitable mima axial la 

the araa, Copperfield^, where high grade copper orebodlea occur 

la acid pyroclaatlca, oat ameltar ratuma from lacaptlon In 1959 to 

data being over % 22,000,000. and Sherman Miaa, wttb ovtr 80 year* 

proven raaarvaa of 25^ Iron oro.

Numerou* gold and copptr proaptcta occur in tha 

general araa, aad baaa metal exploration haa tnttnatflod ia tha 

laet four yaara. 

SURVEY COhTTROL

A 4000* baatUaa, on aximuth 90* aatronomlc waa 

aetabltatied along tha aouth boundary of clatma L 291859, L 317864 

and L 817663, 20 mile* of picket linea being chained at right anglta 

to this, every 200 feet, completely covering the claim group.

Geological travereee were made along the linea, and 

Geophyeical readings were taken every 100* with aome 50* detailing 

around anomalies.

Conatderable difficulty waa encountered on tha wtet and 

aouth part* of the Claim Group dua to very wet awampi.
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GE OLOGY OF THE C LAIM GROUP-- Map No. 4166ln back pocket

Reconnaissance type mapping was carried out by 

A. Colvine, a graduate student in geology from the University of 

Western Ontario under the supervision of the writer, The emphasis 

was on prospecting for sulphides worthy of follow-up work.

The two north claims, L 291364 and L 291365 are both 

underlain by unmlnerallzed granite, with no well developed grain 

direction or unusual colour, so it has no market value us a building 

stone,

Scattered outcrops of acid to basic lava have been inter 

preted as east striking steep dipping units, transected by a southeast 

striking Nipissing Diabase dyke, and north striking dykes of 

mlcrodlorlte and micro gabbro.

A small area of scattered rhyolite outcrops occurs in the 

southeast corner of L 317863.

The southern half of the south row of clalmii shows a 

trend towards pillowed andesltes, and minor fine pyrite was 

observed locally in pillow margins.

Several small showings of very fine grained pyrite occur 

in the central part of the claims near the road, and local grains of 

pyrrhotite are widespread. No nickel is present in the pyrrhotite.

Chalcopyrite is very rare, and occasional films were noted 

on slip faces, but no further work was warranted.

There does not appear to have been any concentration of 

sulphides by the young cross cutting dykes,
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1. _ Magnetometer --- Map 4105 in back pocket

Readings were taken every 100' on the grid using 

a Sharpe'e Fluxgate MP-1 magnetometer. Total stations were 1274 

including some 50* detailing. The magnetic intensity in very uniform 

with local small isolated 300 gamma anomalies. The 150' wide diabase 

dyke shows prominently on the map, but there were no anomalies of 

possible economic merit.

2... .. ^,..E^m.y.Ji..FJ^SR-20p^y1 E., M.   Map 4136 In back pocket

50 and 100' readings were taken for a total of 1930 

stations using a Crone V. L. F. |Udftm E^jun[tt 15 conductors were 

found, but all appear to be caused by swamp or wet faults. The crossovers 

at SE, 15K and 13E, 14N were both checked with a Sharpe'* (G. E.S. L. 

modified) SE-200 V.E. M. electromagnetic unit, but failed to respond. 

Neither has magnetic correlation.

3. __ ^liJP?.^.?!^!." M*? 4118 ln **ck pocket

A total of 1126 reafll&yq was taken using a G. E. S. L. 

Self-Potential unit on 100' stations and 50' detail.

In general, a regional gradient was apparent, with 

an anomalous negative increase to the south on each hoe. This is 

not considered to be anything but a local peculiarity acd has been observed 

elsewhere. Line 4E, north of the baseline gave anomalously high read- 

Ings, and no reason can be given for this apart from the proximity of 

a north-striking mlcrodiorite dyke.
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No anomalies warranting further exploration were found.
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FIELD PROCEDURE FOR A V. L. F. ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The "RADEM" unit is essentially a specially designed radio receiver which 
receives very low frequency radio signal it from transmitters located at various 
points throughout the world.

The receiving unit is used to measure the direction of the magnetic 
component of the transmitted field.

The normal VLF magnetic field is horizontal, however, the field is distorted 
by the presence of a conductive body. The presence of a conductive body can, there 
fore, be determined by measuring the dip angle of the resultant field at regular 
intervals.

The instrument is so designed that when in the position of minimum coupling, 
the arrow on instrument points towards the conductive body. The axis of the body 
will be located at the zero or "cross-over" point between sets of dip angles which 
point towards the zero point.

The magnitude of the dip angle and the direction in which the arrow points 
are recorded at each field station.

The direction of the magnetic component of the field from a VLF transmitting 
station is horizontal and perpendicular to the line between the operator and the 
transmitting station.

For best results, a station is selected so that the magnetic field IB per 
pendicular to the suspected strike of possible conductive bodies.

The unit is turned on and the volume control knob adjusted so that the signal 
is clearly heard. The unit is then held in a horizontal position and rotated until 
an audio null is obtained. The unit is then aligned parallel to the field direction. The 
receiver is then rotated into the vertical position and rotated about a vertical axis until 
an audio null is heard. The dip angle is then noted as well as the direction in which the 
arrow points.

If, when reading a station to the south, a dip angle of 20 degrees is obtained 
and the arrow points to the east the conductor is located to the east.

The results are plotted both as profiles of the dip angles and as contours of 
the filtered data.

The following example of calculations illustrates that the contourable quantity is 
tin sum of the values at two adjacent stations minus- the sum at f.he next two adjacent 
si.-'t ions.
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3400S

3=505 

4+OOS 

4+50S 

5+OOS 

5-t-SOS 

64OOS 

6+50S 

7+OOS 

7+50S 

8-t-OOS

6S

7S

8S

15S

24S

8N

ION

12N

14N

14N

20N

(-7H-8) 

8M-15)

- -13
-10

-24

-^57

-(-38 

+S

= +8

A SO-foot station interval is recommended however, in actual practice, 
readings are taken at 100-foot intervals with SO-foot readings being taken where 
anomalies occur. Later, 50-foot artificial data is interpolated in non-anomalfcua 
areas prior to performing the calculations.

The positive values only are contoured at 10 value intervals.
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. II.V*. ;:TCMET::R SURVEY

The ma/^netometer deflection d epends on the total vertical 
intensity end is made up of
(a) A large p?rt which does not vory with time or position on the 

property.
(b) A small part which varies with time, r. .llrsd the diurnal vorir.tion,
(c) A part which varies over the property, called the anomaly vf;l"ue.

It is necessary to eliminate (a) and (b) and to measure 
(c). The first may be eliminated by subtracting a constant value from 
all the final calculated values in the survey*

The second may be eliminated by measuring diurnal changes 
and subtracting them from the results at each station. The residual 
after these corrections are made is known as the .-anomaly value,'

S3TTT.NG UP BASE ST

To obtain a graph showing the variation of the magnetio 
field during a dry it is necessary to establish a series of stations 
over the property whose v^.lue is known. These base stations should be 
so placed that me or another ma/ be conveniently r e ad at least every 
hour. The base line across a property is useful for a line of such 
stations, as are tie lines which are not more than one half mile from 
the base line.

To set out the base stations the following procedure is
suggested. 
I.* Read base A, then B, then C, then 'D and return to A. 
2i Read base D j E, I1 , G and return to D. 
3 i Continue until all base stations are covered, 
4. Tabulate the results as in the example below -

ST 4.TIOU

Base A

Base B

Base C

Base D

Base A

TIME

9.00

9.10

9.20

9*30

9.40

READING 
GAMMAS

1190

1060

828

1245

1225

DIUR1IAI 
CORRECTION

0

1/4 X 35-9

2/4 x 35"18

27

35

CORRECTED 
BASE VALUE

1190

1051

810

1228

1190

Note that "base A hfs increased from 1190 to 1225 in 40 
minutes. To bring the velue back to 1190 one must subtract 35 gammas* 
The assumption is made th-t the Increase has been regular hence Base 
B must hpve 1/4 x 35 subtracted and so on. A continuation of the 
calculation is crrried out for all base stations.
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OBTAIlTITrg AITD OAlgULATIiTG FIELD RESULTS 

Choice of Station Interval

The distance between stations is determined by the width of 
the bodies which it is required to detect and by the depth of over 
burden. The normal station interval will usually be dictated by the 
field supervisor or b/ the head office but the operator is respon 
sible for outlining the shape of anomalies by taking intermediate 
stations and for generally adjusting normal procedure to suit local 
conditions.

1^ Read a base station. 
2. Re^ field stations for approximately one hour 
3 . Read the snme or another base station. 
4. Record the Results as in the following table.

STATION

Base A

1

2

3

18

19

20

Base B

TPffi 

S 00

B 03

B 06

809

8 57

9 00

9 03

9 06

RE/DING
GAMHAS

1124

1347

615

-522

1207

1246

1257

1040

DIURNAL 
COR1 ECTICN

+6S

-H53

+60

+5S

+18

+15

+13

+11

.

CORP. 
VALUE

1190

1410

675

-1380

1225

1261

3270

1051

V/LUE"
190
410

-375

-2380

225

261

270

51

Note the diurnal added is suffioient to bring the corrected 
value of the base stations to those established previously* The 
diurnal has decreased from 66 at 8.00 o'clock to 11 at 9.06, a change 
of 55 during 21 equal time intervals. Thus station l will be increased 
by 66 minus 1/21 x 55 which is approximately GV Station 20 win be 
increased by 66 minus 20/21 x 55 which is 13 approximately.

After several days work have been done an inspection of 
the corrected values will indicate the proper constant value to 
su1:^;: \ct to reduce the majority of the values to as low a numerical 
value as possible. For the purpose of illustr?tlon it h j s been assumed 
that the constant value is 1000.

6 f The anomaly value is next plotted on a map of the property, 
and contours drawn and interpretation made.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF SELF; POTENTIALS

f ' ; It has been known for quite a long time that certain type! 
of ,ore todies cause electrical currents, to flow in the fock around 
them. These currents can be used to detect and outline the body. 
Since no outside source is ueed to energize the body, the method 
ia called the self potential method. i

t
' The caua* of the potentials iis not easy to explain,

Buiphid^ bodies apparently need to be oxidizing in order to produce 
the potentials. However, t'.-.ore are other materials which produce 
as large or larger potentials and are not chemically active. SejLf 
potentials have been obtained from graphitic rocks, ' from peridotite 
and f r o* m titaniferous magnetite. ' 

i
Whatever the reason for the potentials, their detedtion 

and T.ea'surement provide* an added tool in 'the search fdr or* bodies.
I

SQUI

1 The equipment consists of two! no'n-polarizing electrode*, 
a disec/t current potentiometer j 1,000 feet of insulated wire, and
two sets of field telephones. , ;i *

The non-polarizing electrodes? a^re necessary to prevent 
chemical action between electrode and ground waters, tfhey 
made bit placing a saturated solution of copper sulphatd in t 
pot. A fshort copper pipe extends through the lid into the liquid 
to whidh the wires ara joined. The solution in the 'pots is Xept 
satu^at*ed by placing a few crystals of copper sulphate in etflh pot t

The potentiometer i* capable of measuring voltage* (front 
l millivolt to l volt.

PROC:5D fJRE

There are two ways of conducting a survey.
(a) The relative potential method
(b) Tha potential gradient method
The procedure for the relative potential method in at
follows: "

1. fie; up the equipment at the intersection of the base line 
*m l a cross line. i

2. f;c -ape moss and surface debris from a small area. Pres* the 
jo ous pots to the earth close together.
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3. Connect one pot to the base terminal the other to the i iald 
terminal of the potentiometer. The same pot and termir'.al 
must be connected during the survey.

4. Measure the potential between the pots and record it.
5.. Reverse the pot positions without disconnecting from the 

measurement, and measure and record the potential.
6. Add the results and divide by two. The value obtained is 

called the pot correction and must be subtracted from all 
' further measured values.

e.g. 1st reading +17 
2nd reading -11 

' Pot correction * +6/2-+Z

j- Thus + Z must be subtracted from all measured values.
7. Keep pot l which was connected to the base terminal near the

- potentiometer. Connect pot 2 to the long wire and move 
. Along the base line to the next cross line. '

l
8. Dig a small hole, press the pot into the holo and measure th*

potential between it and the fixed pot at tho potentiometer.
9. Repeat for as many stations along base line as the wire allow,s 

This is called tying in the lines.
10. Disconnect the pot and wind in the wire.
11. Connect the long wire to pot 2 and read stations along the 1st 

Cross line, first to one side of the base line and then to 
the other as far as the wire permits.

12. Move pot l to the intersection of the base line1 and line 2; 
Place the pot in the hole used when the line was tied in and 
read values along line 2. Repeat for all lines that have 
been tied in.

13. Tie in a further group of lines and repeat until the whole 
area is surveyed.

14. Tabulate the results as below.

POT l AT LINE l, STATION 0+00

STN.

Line 2
0 ,* 00
Line 3 
0+00
Line 4 
0+00

READ POT . 
CORR.

+ 3S +S

-98 +S

-106 +S

CORR. 
VALUE

+ S3

-101

-109

POTENTIAL 
AT POT 1

- 50

- 50

- 50

ANOMALY

- 17

-151

-159
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LINE l POT l AT LINE l, STATION 00+00

' 1

2

* OON

* OON

-160 +S

-200 -t-3

-163

-203

-50

-50

-213
t

-253 ' ^
.

i
*L:

\ i

,2

[NE 2

* OON

* OON

POT 1 AT LINE 2,

-196 + S

-237 -4-3

-199

-240

STATION

-17

-17

0+00
t 

-216

-257 1.

 Note the value* to the left of the double line are recorded
 in the field, and those to the right are calculated.

*

! ' To calculate results, a reasonable value is chosen ^or 
the potential at Pot l on line 1. In the example, -50 was 
|aken. A general rule i*s to take a value so that no positive 
anpmalies occur. The anomaly is found by adding the number 
'in1 the corrected value column to the potential at Pot 1.

i When Pot l is moved to line 2, the potential to be rfsed 
at pot l is the anomaly value found for that point. In this 
9ase,-17. Similarly, the potential at pot l for line 3 would 
be -151 and so on. Thus all values are tied to the value of'' 
the first station.

15. f lot the anomaly values on a map. The values are plotted at 
station.

2 .
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10
11

12

The potential gradient method is carried out as follows*
*

Measure the potential between pot l and pot 2, as in the previou* 
method. ,
Connect pot l to the * terminal of the potentiometer . 
Connect pot 2 to a 100 ft. wire and move it iilong the line 
to the first station. 
Make a hole and place pot 2 in it.
Measure and record the potential between the two pots. 
Move both pots and the instrument 100 feet along the line.* 
Place pot l in the hole previously occupied by pot 2. Make 
a new hole for pot 2.
Measure and record the potential between the pots. 
Repeat to the end of the line.
Repeat across to line 2 and back along this line to the base line* 
Read back along the base line to the starting pot hole, thereby 
closing a loop. | 
Read from line 2 to line 3, along line 3, and back along line 4, 
'-.hen back along the base line to line 3 completing a second loop. 

13. Repeat the loop procedure until the area is covered.
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The results are tabulated and calculated as follows!

POSITION

Line 1,

Line 2,

Line 1,

IN

2N

3N

ON

ON

READ

-25

+20

-35

-56

4-36

POT 
CORR.

4-5

4-5

4-5

+ S

+ S

CORR. 
VALUE

-30

+15

-40

-61

4-31

POTENTIAL

-30

+15

-25

-182

+151

CORRECTION

4-3

4-6

4-9

4-147

4-150

ANOMALY

-27

4-9

-16;

-35

-1

Line l, ON was taken as zero potential. Its calculated 
value at end of loop readings was 151. Assuming ther* 
were 50 readings in the loop. Then a further correction 
is necessary. The first potential value is lowered by 
150/50 - 3 , the second by 6 and so on.

The anomaly value is plotted at the station at which 
it occurs.
Note: The pot correction should be checked before each 
line is read since the value may change throughout the day.



COFPEDFIELDS IIIIIIIIG C ODPODATION LIMITED
S V l T r. 4900 TORONTO-DOMINION CENTRE TEL: 416  362-1 11 l 
P.O. BOX No. 49 TORONTO 1. CANADA TE L E X: 02-2 9 O S 7

August 31, 1971.

Mr. D.G. Parsons, 
1052 Copeland Street, 
North Bay, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

This letter will serve to set out the agreement which we have reached 
with you today and upon being fully signed by both of us, and one copy being 
redelivered to us, will constitute a legal and binding agreement between us.

We understand that you are the recorded and/or beneficial holder of a 
100^, interest in fourteen (14) unpatented mining claims in the Township of 
Chambers, Larder I^ake Mining Division, Province of Ontario, numbered as 
follows:

L-291359, L-291361 to L-291365 inclusive 
L-317857 to L-317864 inclusive

(described for convenience in this letter as "the mining claims"). You have 
represented to us that you have the sole and complete power to deal with the 
mining claims.

For good and valuable consideration, you have agreed to and you do 
hereby grant to us immediate and exclusive possession of the mining claims 
for an exploration period terminating five (5) years from the date of this letter 
(such period being hereinafter called the "exploration period"), and further in 
consideration of the work commitments and/or optional payments by us 
specified as follows:

...2
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JIOO.OO upon the delivery to us of recordable transfers of the mining 
claims into the name of Robert J. Wright, our escrow agent under this 
letter agreement,

The completion of geology and self-potential surveys by us on the mining 
claims within twelve months of the date of this letter, and

Si, 500 option payment within 12 months of the date of this letter agreement 
$5,000 option payment within 24 months of the date of this letter agreement 
59,500 option payment within 36 months of the date of this letter agreement

From the beginning of the exploration period, the mining claims shall 
be transferred to our escrow agent which transfers may, at the discretion of 
such escrow agent, be recorded, and shall on our instructions be transferred 
by him to a company incorporated in accordance with the provisions of this 
agreement or transfers shall be forwarded to you retransferring the mining 
claims to you in the event of the surrender or termination of this agreement.

We may at any time from time to time while this agreement Is In full 
force and effect, by notice in writing, abandon any one or more of the said 
mining claims. In the event that any of the said mining claims are abandoned, 
transfers shall be forwarded to you retransferring the mining claims to you 
and we shall have no further obligation in respect to the mining claims so 
abandoned.

Provided that we shall have performed our obligations as aforesaid, 
you agree that we may at any time prior to the end of the exploration period 
require the escrow agent, by notice in writing, to transfer the mining claims 
to a mining company designated by us and you shall receive within thirty days 
thereafter 10% of the vendor shares of such company issued as consideration 
for such transfer (up to 90^, of which shares may be placed in escrow in 
accordance with the requirements of any securities commission or other like 
government authority having jurisdiction) as payment in full to you for the 
mining claims.

This agreement may be terminated by us at any time upon notice to you 
or will be deemed to be surrendered by us if any of the foregoing payments is 
not made within ten days after we shall have received notice in writing from 
you that the same is overdue. Upon termination or surrender by us of our 
rights hereunder, we will have no obligation to make any further payments to 
you. No liability shall result from our failure to make any of the foregoing 
payments which arc entirely at our option.

...3
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During the exploration period, we shall have sole access to the mining 
claims and may explore and prospect on them, but if this agreement is 
terminated or our rights hereunder are surrendered you shall have the right 
to nvt-ive all information obtained by us respecting the mining claims and 
v.t- shall have the right to remove our plant and equipment for three months 

ihcrcafUT.

This letter constitutes the entire agreement between us and there are 
no rights or obligations on the part of either of us toward each other or for 
the benefit of any other party, nor any other act, matter or thing to be done 
or taken by either of us or any other person with respect to the mining claims 
except as are herein set forth.

You agree to execute any other documents with respect to or to clarify 
the intent of this letter agreement as we may reasonably request.

Yours very truly,
l

COPPERF1ELDS MINING CORPORATION LIMITED

The foregoing truly represents our agreement in this respect and I 
agree to be bound by and comply with this letter agreement.

Dated at of , 1971.

Witness



GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGIC 
TECHNICAL DATA

3iM04Swaa CHAMBERS 300

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey. Geologic*! and Gsophyiical

Claim holder(s) D' 0* *rfOW NWth **

Author of Report Ro**rt J- Gtthtm

AriHr,., 2189 Algowjulo AvftBuo - North Bty, Ortarto.
Covering Dates of Survt 

Total Miles of Line cut.

y Sept*mber 6 - October 4, 1971
(linccutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS 
CREDITS REQUESTED n,™h,,^,i Pcrc^

ENTER 40 days (incl 
^- line cutting) for first 
^J survey.

ENTER 20 days for e 
additional survey usin 
same grid.

AIRBORNE CREDITS

—Electromagnetic. 4 ^ ;, ,
udes G /tO ^/^

— Majrnptnmptrr. l w ^ /(

—U^riinmetrir ; s"

Saif PottBtlftl 20 ' n yach -Other. ———— ̂  —— i — ^^X
S nrnlnpiral r - * ^

Geochemical. .,

(Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetornetrr F,|prtrnmaoriptir Rnrlinmptrir
{enter days per claim) 

DATR. KIONATTJRRi
Author of Report

PROJECTS SECTION

Previous Surveys A ^

0 
w
S GEOLOGICAL BRANC
W

1
"

Approved by 

GEOLOGICAL BRANC

j ^ naKrMlim -fa
^ i

rbtp

H

H ii i P

HI

Annrnvffi hy rial f

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically , ^

L 291859. /z
(prefix) (number)

L 291861
L 291312

L 291863

L ?91364

L 29186S

L 817857
L 317858 /j

x L 817859 ^

L 317860 ^

L 817861
L 317862

L 317868

L 317864.

H
TOTAL CI, A IMS



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS

Number of Stations_____l\BO____________________Number of Readings
Station interval________M*f 100' RMtein SO' S*tt

Line spacing.
Profile scale or Contour intervals.

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC
Instrument Sb*rpC FlUKgtte MP~1_____________
. c , 20 Gtmmat per neale dtrifUmAccuracy - Scale constant— r^

Diurnal correction method.
Base station J———- NO. l OfOO it O No. 24T*OON I400W.

Hourly corvtcttQM tt teit

No. S-Of DON 12400W

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument______Proat Rtdtm V. L. F. B-M.

Coil configuration. 
Coil separation —— 
Accuracy-
Method: fi Fixed transmitter Q Shoot back d Inline D Parallel line

Ifcto IT.t KCS

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured ___ .——-———--—---————.^——
GRAVITY 

Instrument.
Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy——^-^-——————.———— 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument———.^——————.^————————.
Time domain___________________________ Frequency domain .. 
Frequency_____________________________ Range——^-—————.
Power.———————-—-—^-———-————————..———-———-—-.——.^———™
Electrode array.

\
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.



.r-

SELF POTENTIAL
Oeophyefcal Bngtntering it Survtyi Limited. R anp iSOO' wtrt.Rangp

Survey Method _______ Lo^ Vfjr* KiCthod

Corrections made. Pot correctiona tad lines t ted together.

RADIOMETRIC 

Instrument———
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels).^-^——-.——-^^^^———-————-—^—-—-—————..———.
Height of instrument____________________________Background Count. 
Size of detector^———.-.——^^—-—-————^—^—.-——————..—-———.———
Overburden —.--—-^^^^——.—.^—^--—-..——--——.-—^^——..-——.^^^———.—.—.——-—

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

A OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 

Type of survey———————————————————————
Instrument ———.—.^..^^—^.....———.—-^-^-^———- 

Accuracy__________________________^
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding.results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s) ——— 

Instrument(s) —————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Accuracy.——^—.^——..———-.—.—
(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft used——————————————.———.————^—..—.——

Sensor altitude.
.Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_______________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area________________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight——————— 

Method of Collection————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 

Sample Depth.———— 
Terrain—————^^——

Drainage Development———-——..^—-.^.— 

Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Values expressed in: per cent 
p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

EH 
D

Cu, Pb, 

Others_

Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle)

Field Analysis (-
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used ——

Field Laboratory Analysis

No. ————————^

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis ————

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method. 
Reagents Used —.—.

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory— 
Extraction MpthnH 

Analytical Method^— 
Reagents Used —™—.—

.tests)

.tests)

-tests)

GcneraL General
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